AN APPLICATION OF DIRECTIONAL QUANTILES TO ECONOMIC DATA WITH A MULTIVARIATE RESPONSE
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Abstract

Quantile regression represents a popular and useful methodology for modeling quantiles of a response variable based on one or more independent variables. Directional quantiles represent an available extension to the linear regression model with a multivariate response. However, we are not aware of any application of directional quantiles to real data in the literature. An illustration of directional quantiles to an economic dataset is presented in this paper, particularly a modeling of a two-dimensional response in the classical Engel's dataset on household consumption from the 19th century. The results reveal the directional quantiles to yield meaningful results. They order individual observations according to their depth, i.e. from the most central to the most outlying. We compare their result with those of a (more standard) outlier detection. On the whole, we perceive directional quantiles as a potentially useful tool for the analysis of data, if accompanied by a thorough analysis by standard tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a variety of management applications, linear regression represents a useful methodology of exploratory statistics for modeling and predicting a continuous response based on one or several independent variables (regressors). Thevaraja and Rahman (2019) stressed the importance of regression modeling within management tasks, allowing to understand individual activities within very complex behavioral, socio-economic and ecological systems. Examples of recent management tasks solved by means of linear regression...
include the work of Mumtaz et al. (2018), who analyzed industrial data to investigate the effect of the green supply chain management, which is considered as one of the most important environmental management approaches. Rahimi (2017) studied the effect of organizational culture factors on implementing customer relationship management in hotels.

Practical management applications however sometimes require to estimate quantiles of the response in a linear regression, i.e. depending on one or more independent variables (regressors), rather than to perform a plain modeling of the response based on the regressors. Quantile regression represents an established methodology for estimating a set of quantiles of the response variable explained by regressors in the standard linear regression model (Koenker, 2005). The list of (rather diverse) applications of quantile regression in management includes the work of Matallín-Sáez et al. (2019), who investigated the effect of active management and effect of various characteristics and abilities of managers on the performance of mutual funds. De Andrés et al. (2018) estimated effort costs within management of software development projects by means of regression quantiles. Li and Hwang (2019) used regression quantiles to investigate the effect of discretionary accruals (earnings management or earnings manipulation) on changes of stock prices of a company.

The quantile regression has become an established statistical methodology for estimating a set of quantiles of the response variable explained by regressors in the standard linear regression model (Koenker, 2005). Their ability to model the regression trend for asymmetric distribution of errors or to detect heteroscedasticity, especially if the whole set of regression \( \tau \)-quantiles is evaluated for various values \( \tau \in (0,1) \), makes regression quantiles popular tools for analyzing real economic data (Koenker et al., 2017). They are able to capture the whole distribution of the response instead of simply considering the mean trend and allow a clear interpretation. Various generalizations of regression quantiles beyond the standard linear regression are currently available. The first such adaption was the proposal of locally polynomial quantile regression already in Koenker (2005). Other more recent modifications motivated by econometric applications include quantile regression for clustered data (Parente & Silva, 2016) or testing for Granger causality between economic time series by means of regression quantiles (Troster, 2018).

In this paper, we are interested in regression quantiles for a multivariate response (Koenker et al., 2017). Directional \( \tau \)-quantiles based on the concept of data depth (Chernozhukov et al., 2017) represent an important direction of research aimed at modeling a multivariate response. Very central data have a large value of the depth, while the value of the depth decreases together with an increasing (but only vaguely defined) outlyingness. We are not aware of any application of directional quantiles on real economic data. This is true in spite of the facts that directional quantiles were originally intended exactly for economic applications (Paindaveine & Šiman, 2011; Boček & Šiman, 2017a) and that their implementation in R software is publicly available (Šiman & Boček, 2016).

The aim of this paper is to illustrate directional quantiles on a real economic dataset with a two-dimensional response and to show its benefits. We claim that a proper analysis of real data by directional quantiles
requires to consider a whole series of values of $\tau$ as well as to perform a thorough analysis of the data by standard tools, i.e. which consider each of the components of the multivariate response separately. Directional quantiles are recalled in Section 2. The publicly available Engel's dataset on household expenditures is presented in Section 3, while the results are concluded in the final Section 4.

2. DIRECTIONAL QUANTILES

Directional quantiles (also called projection quantiles) proposed in Paindaveine and Šiman (2011) represent an important class of regression quantiles for models with a multivariate response. Directional quantiles were proposed with the intention to be applied for modeling heteroscedastic data, particularly for detecting heteroscedasticity (Boček & Šiman, 2017a), e.g. for portfolio optimization. However, there are only population versions of directional quantiles illustrated in the paper by Paindaveine and Šiman (2011), without providing any example on real data.

The idea of directional quantiles is based on the concept of data depth, particularly on the most traditional and probably also the most popular data depth, namely the halfspace depth (also known as Tukey depth), see Liu et al. (1999). While their model rigorously described in Paindaveine and Šiman (2011) is rather complicated, the user only selects a parameter $\tau$ known as the level.

The directional quantile for a given $\tau$ has the form of (multivariate) quantile regions with some boundary, obtained as intersections of (several) corresponding halfspaces (Boček & Šiman, 2017a). The directional quantiles fulfil a set of necessary and sufficient Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions formulated by Paindaveine and Šiman (2011). The directional quantile itself (for a given $\tau$) is obtained as intersection of certain halfspaces. We can say that the directional quantile (again for a given $\tau$) divides the data into three sets:

- The boundary (i.e. contour),
- The space within the boundary, i.e. central observations, or observations with a higher depth,
- The space outside the boundary, i.e. observations with a lower depth.

While the computation of directional quantiles requires to solve a complicated optimization task, their efficient implementation is available in the package modQR (Šiman & Boček, 2016) of R software. The implemented deterministic algorithm documented in Boček and Šiman (2017a) exploits parametric programming and is granted to yield a unique solution. The package modQR offers two different methods (denoted as Method 1 and 2) for computing directional quantiles, corresponding to two different formulations of constraints; thus, the constraints correspond to two different versions of the Lagrange multipliers (Boček & Šiman, 2017a).

3. AN ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE ENGEL’S DATASET

The aim of the example is to illustrate directional quantiles on real economic data, namely their ability to model a multivariate response depending on multiple regressors. We work with a famous data set of Ernst Engel (1821−1896) on household expenditures.
expenditures (Engel, 1857). Engel was a German (Saxon) economist, statistician and also propagator of statistics. The interest of Engel was to investigate the economic disparity and particularly the dependence of household expenditures on the household income, i.e. construction of so-called Engel curves. The dataset contains n=235 measurements, obtained as a mixture of 199 Belgian measurements with 36 obtained from other European countries. It was exactly on these data that Engel studied and formulated the famous Engel's law, stating that families with a lower income tend to spend a greater part of their budget on food. In fact, he was able to understand heteroscedasticity in linear regression as probably the first researcher aware of the phenomenon of heteroscedasticity in linear regression (Haughton & Haughton, 2011).

The dataset of Engel was used by various researchers, while most of them considered only various analyses with a one-dimensional response. One-dimensional analysis of Engel's dataset (with a single response) was presented e.g. in the fundamental book (Koenker, 2005). Carlier et al. (2016) considered a two-dimensional response depending on a single regressor and used an original vector quantile regression based on Monge-Kantorovich depth (Chernozhukov et al., 2017). This dataset (i.e. the particular response and regressor) will be considered in this section as well, while we obtained the dataset from the website of Galichon (2017).

We consider here three continuous variables, while the multivariate response \((Y_1, Y_2)^T\) is explained by the regressor \(X\) (and of course on the intercept as well):
\[
\bullet \ X = (X_1, \ldots, X_n)^T = \text{total expenditures},
\]
\[
\bullet \ Y_1 = (Y_{11}, \ldots, Y_{1n})^T = \text{food expenditures},
\]
\[
\bullet \ Y_2 = (Y_{21}, \ldots, Y_{2n})^T = \text{expenditures on housing, fuel and light}.
\]

We perform all computations in R software (R core team, 2019). The relationships of the two components of the response on \(X\) are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)

*Figure 1. Left: \(Y_1\) (food expenditures, vertical axis) against \(X\) (total expenditures, horizontal axis). Right: \(Y_2\) (expenditures on housing, fuel and light) against \(X\) (total expenditures). In both graphs, outliers detected by the LTS are shown as empty circles, the remaining measurements are full circles.*
3.1. Statistical analysis with a one-dimensional response

First, let us present results of (more or less) standard analysis using always a one-dimensional response. Particularly, we investigate the two models

\[ Y_{1i} = \beta_{10} + \beta_{11}X_i + e_{1i} \]

and

\[ Y_{2i} = \beta_{20} + \beta_{21}X_i + e_{2i} \]

for each \( i = 1, \ldots, n \). These will be symbolically denoted as \( Y_1 \backslash X \) and \( Y_2 \backslash X \), respectively. We use the following estimators (including robust ones) of parameters of linear regression:

- Least squares (LS);
- The least trimmed squares estimator (see e.g. Jurečková et al., 2019) denoted as \( \text{LTS}(\alpha) \) defined by

\[
\text{arg min}_{\beta \in \mathbb{R}^2} \frac{1}{h} \sum_{i=1}^{h} u_{(i)}(b) \tag{2}
\]

with a given \( \alpha \in [1/2, 1] \), where \( u_{(i)}(b) \) are residuals corresponding to a fixed \( b \in \mathbb{R}^2 \), \( h = \lfloor \alpha n \rfloor \), and \( \lfloor x \rfloor \) denotes the integer part of \( x \in \mathbb{R} \);

- The least weighted squares (LWS) estimator (Víšek, 2011; Kalina, 2013) with linear weights or weighted generated by a (decreasing) logistic function (Kalina & Tichavský, 2020);
- MM-estimator with breakdown point 0.5 and efficiency 0.95 (see e.g. Jurečková et al., 2019);
- Regression \( \tau \)-quantiles (for different fixed values of \( \tau \)).

The results are presented in Table 1. In the model \( Y_1 \backslash X \), the regression quantiles indicate a clear heteroscedasticity. This is confirmed also by the Wald's test based on the White's estimator of the covariance matrix, implemented in the package sandwich of R software; there, however, the test is based on comparing the test statistic with confidence interval and no \( p \)-value is reported. In our case, the confidence limits [0.35; 0.62] does not cover 0 and thus the test is significant. In addition, the Breusch-Pagan test gives a \( p \)-value below \( 10^{-6} \) here and confirms heteroscedasticity as well. The LTS estimator with \( \alpha = 3/4 \) detects 14 outliers here. If these are ignored, the data remain heteroscedastic; the Wald's test yields the confidence interval [0.60; 0.68] and the Breusch-Pagan test the \( p \)-value below \( 10^{-6} \) again. Thus, the significant heteroscedasticity in the model \( Y_1 \backslash X \) is not caused merely by outliers.

In the model \( Y_2 \backslash X \), there is again a clear heteroscedasticity revealed by regression quantiles. The Wald's test based on the White's covariance matrix yields a significant result based on the confidence interval [0.03; 0.16] for the test statistic, and the Breusch-Pagan test as well (with a \( p \)-value below \( 10^{-6} \)). The LTS estimator detects 15 outliers here. If these are ignored, the data remain to be significantly heteroscedastic; the Wald's test yields the confidence interval [0.08; 0.68] and the Breusch-Pagan test the \( p \)-value 0.0011 again.

The multivariate response \( (Y_1, Y_2)^T \) contains clear outliers, as revealed in Figures 2 and 3. The correlation coefficient between \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \) equals 0.56, while the Spearman's nonparametric analogue is even larger and equal to 0.60. A sophisticated (but subjective) multivariate outlier detection, implemented in the chisq.plot procedure of
the mvoutlier package (Filzmoser & Gschwandtner, 2018) of R software, finds 14 outliers in the data \((Y_1, Y_2)^T\). These are shown in Figure 2 (left).

### 3.2. Results of directional quantiles

Now we apply directional quantiles to the Engel's dataset exploiting their available implementation in the modQR package (Šiman & Boček, 2016) of R software. The results for particular choices of \(\tau\) are shown in Figures 2 (right) and 3. As explained in Section 2, the output of the computation of directional quantiles in modQR contains for each given \(\tau\) a list of measurement within the quantile, on the boundary, and outside the quantile. At the same time, the output contains a figure with the same information. The number of observations at the boundary or outside the boundary for the directional quantile with a particular \(\tau\) is shown in Table 2. These numbers are unpredictable and depend on the data in a very complicated way. Methods 1 and 2 give different results, while an inspection of the ordering of

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Method} & \beta_{10} & \beta_{11} & \beta_{20} & \beta_{21} \\
\hline
\text{LS} & 147.5 & 0.49 & 46.0 & 0.09 \\
\text{LTS (}\alpha = 3n/4\text{)} & 17.7 & 0.65 & 32.1 & 0.10 \\
\text{LWS (linear)} & 65.7 & 0.58 & 27.7 & 0.11 \\
\text{LWS (logistic)} & 51.5 & 0.70 & 24.1 & 0.11 \\
\text{MM-estimator} & 85.5 & 0.55 & 32.7 & 0.10 \\
\text{RQ (}\tau=0.1\text{)} & 110.1 & 0.40 & 25.1 & 0.06 \\
\text{RQ (}\tau=0.3\text{)} & 99.1 & 0.48 & 29.7 & 0.08 \\
\text{RQ (}\tau=0.5\text{)} & 81.5 & 0.56 & 33.9 & 0.10 \\
\text{RQ (}\tau=0.7\text{)} & 79.3 & 0.61 & 27.7 & 0.13 \\
\text{RQ (}\tau=0.9\text{)} & 67.4 & 0.69 & 11.2 & 0.19 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 1. Results of one-dimensional analysis of regression models \(Y_1 \sim X\) and \(Y_2 \sim X\) in the example of Section 3.

Figure 2. Plots of \(Y_1\) and \(Y_2\). Left: outliers detected by the multivariate outlier detection of Filzmoser and Gschwandtner (2018) are denoted by a plus sign, the remaining measurements are full circles. Right: measurements outside the contour of the directional quantile for \(\tau=0.005\) are empty circles, the remaining measurements are full circles.
observations according to the halspace depth (i.e. centrality of the observations) seems very similar.

It is possible to perceive the boundaries of the quantiles (i.e. contours) and their development with an increasing (or decreasing) value of $\tau$. Based on Figures 2 (right) and 3, there is a clear presence of outliers and heteroscedasticity in $(Y_1,Y_2)^T$. While outliers and heteroscedasticity are well visible from the graph of $Y_1$ and $Y_2$ without any sophisticated tools, Figures 2 (right) and 3 confirm their presence in the regression model. It is not possible to compare the results with those of vector quantile regression presented by Carlier et al., (2016), who analyzed the data without the ambition to investigate or interpret the presence of outliers or heteroscedasticity.

Directional quantiles order the observations, from the most central to the most outlying; we are not aware of any other ways for doing this. While heteroscedasticity may be influenced by outliers, which is the case of our dataset, directional quantiles do not clearly decide which observations are outliers. In other words, directional quantiles do not perform outlier detection as their by-product. Heteroscedasticity is identified in the model with a two-dimensional response (while the two components of the response are significantly correlated), which would not be possible by standard econometric tools. Some households are outlying and

Table 2. The number of observations within the boundary (at the boundary, outside the boundary) of directional quantiles in the example of Section 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>Method 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Method 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>within at the boundary outside</td>
<td></td>
<td>within at the boundary outside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>222 3 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>229 1 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>169 6 60</td>
<td></td>
<td>208 2 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>113 5 117</td>
<td></td>
<td>195 0 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>39 1 195</td>
<td></td>
<td>145 1 89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Plots of $Y_1$ and $Y_2$. Measurements outside the contour of the directional quantile for $\tau=0.050$ (left) and $\tau=0.120$ (right) are empty circles, the remaining measurements are full circles.
these are those with a large income and thus with potentially large total expenditures.

In Figures 2 (right) and 3, measurements with a large depth lie inside the contour of the quantile, and measurements with a small depth tend to lie outside. Based on these figures, we can say that the directional quantiles indeed fulfil what we intuitively expect from multivariate quantiles. A comparison of these results with those of multivariate outlier detection, i.e. of Figure 2 (left), reveals that the task of quantile estimation is conceptually very different from outlier detection.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Directional quantiles represent an important type of regression quantiles for a multivariate response. This paper presents the very first application of (parametric) directional quantiles (Paindaveine & Šiman, 2011) on a real dataset. The analysis of the publicly available Engel's dataset reveals their meaningfulness and at the same time, the implementation in the modQR package of R software (which has to solve a complicated nonlinear optimization) is reliable and computationally feasible for the number of observations equal to \( n = 235 \). Independently on this good experience, let us recall the warnings of Boček and Šiman (2017a) that the computation may not be reliable under the presence of discrete regressors or too many regressors.

It is clear from the model example presented in Section 3 that directional quantiles can be properly interpreted only if their series for different values of \( \tau \) is used. Moreover, directional quantile cannot replace a thorough exploratory data analysis by means of tools for a univariate response. On the other hand, we believe that using directional quantiles should be accompanied by a series of one-dimensional (exploratory) analyses in order to perform a valuable data analysis of data with a multivariate response. While robustness of regression modeling with respect to outliers and/or measurement errors is commonly desirable (Kalina & Schlenker, 2015), the robustness of available quantiles for a multivariate continuous response remains an open question.

There are other possible approaches to quantile estimation for data with a multivariate response, which deserve to be investigated within future research applications, mainly a nonparametric version of directional quantiles (Boček & Šiman, 2017b) or elliptical quantiles, e.g. those for nonlinear regression (Hlubinka & Šiman, 2015) or elliptical multiple-output regression (Hallin & Šiman, 2016). In addition, it is planned to investigate quantile estimation for neural networks with a multivariate output layer (e.g. with several neurons in the output layer; cf. Kalina, 2014); neural networks namely represent a nonlinear regression methodology with a recently increasing number of applications within various management tasks. To give only a few examples, neural networks were used to improve the safety management within a chemical enterprise (Yuan et al., 2019), or to develop a cost-effective strategy for waste management (Azadi & Karimi-Jashni, 2016).
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